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Welcome to the Christmas edition of the Bolt Magazine.

In this edition we feature an increasing variety of articles.
Lower School writers report on their work for the Lower School Council and on the variety of clubs
available to Year 7s.
In our Arts section, we feature Creative Writing Club work and review a recent performance of Jekyll
and Hyde. Our Film Correspondent also explores the science of Star Wars.
For science fans, we debate the merits of Stem Cell Treatment and the nutrition of pet food.
Our Sports correspondents report on Formula 1 and Football.
To celebrate Christmas we feature a festive crossword.
And actor Ralf Little is interviewed in a special Day In The Life.

From all of us here at ‘The Bolt’ I hope you enjoy this edition and have a Merry Christmas!
Sam Warburton, Editor

A Day In The Life Of
Ralf Little
Every year Bolton School hosts the Tillotson Lecture, a talk given by Old Boys of the school to
inspire current pupils. This year saw actor Ralf Little, of Royle Family fame, deliver a superb and
comedic lecture in which he described his career and drew on his experience to give life advice.
Prior to this, Ralf spent the whole day in school as a guest of the Head of Drama Miss Lord, who
went to school alongside Ralf. During the day, Ralf gave interactive seminars on drama and creative
writing and took the time to sit down with me and answer a few questions.

How did your career get started?
I had been a child actor during school, but my big break came when I got the part of Antony in BBC
sitcom ‘The Royle Family’. This was a once in a lifetime opportunity and allowed me to launch a
career in comic acting.
Who were your co-stars?
The show was the brainchild of the late comic legend Caroline Aherne, who played Antony’s sister
Denise. She really inspired me, and I still miss her today.
I also got to work alongside famous actors like Ricky Tomlinson and Craig Cash.
After ‘The Royle Family’, what other projects did you pursue?
I starred in the comedy ‘Two pints of lager and a packet of crisps’ for six seasons.
I co-wrote and starred in a Sky sitcom called ‘The Café’.
I’ve also written a book, performed at the National Theatre.
Aside from work in the Arts, why are your interests?
I’m a semi professional footballer and have played for teams like Maidstone United, Chertsey Town
and Hollywood United.
If you’ve ever seen my Twitter feed, you’ll know that I’m politically active and have been involved
in a recent debate online against Health Secretary Jeremy Hunt.
What do you think about social media?
I use Twitter, it can be very useful and positive.
Overall however I find social media an ugly place, criticism often turns into vitriolic abuse and it
also allows the spread of Fake News.
That being said, the print media can often be worse, I recently found out that they had been bugging
my phone and had printed false stories in order to sell editions.

Which teachers inspired you when you were a pupil here?
I always admired Mr Joseph’s firm convictions and his ability to coin a phrase.
My old English teacher, Mr Shewan was equally brilliant and inspiring.
What was it like returning to school after these years?
It was bizarre. So much has changed and yet some things stay the same.
It was great to see Tracey and the dinner ladies again who still remembered me which was
heartwarming and very nostalgic.
What Life advice would you give to current pupils?
As I said in my lecture: seize every opportunity, don’t let fear stop you taking risks and be prepared
to stand up for what you believe in.
What’s next?
I’m looking forward to a possible face to face debate with Jeremy Hunt.
Also, I’d like to do more theatre work.
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Jekyll and Hyde
During the second space day of the year, year 11 watched a play of Jekyll and Hyde. If you
don’t know how the story of Jekyll and Hyde goes, it goes like this. Dr Jekyll is a scientist
who tries experiments. One of his experiments is separating
the good personality and the bad personality in his body in
other words, he is trying to gain a split personality, one that
it fully good and one that is evil/bad. Eventually, Dr Jekyll
succeeds in this. Dr Jekyll names his evil side Mr Hyde. To
transform into Mr Hyde, Jekyll needs to take a potion that
helps him transform into Mr Hyde. As Mr Hyde is the evil
side of the personality, Hyde commits many acts of terrors,
such as, trampling a little girl and killing Sir Danvers
Carew. By the end of the novel, Dr Jekyll’s friends find out
that he has found out a way to split his personality and as a
consequence one of his friends kills himself. Eventually,
Mr Hyde takes over Dr Jekyll’s body and becomes so
powerful that the amount of time Jekyll spends as himself
starts to get shorter and shorter eventually to the point
where Hyde takes over Jekyll.
The play was played by Ginificent productions. The play was a true representation of the
story, it conveyed the same story as the novel and the order of events were also the same.
However, there was one difference in the
play, this difference was small and had
no effect on the story itself. The
difference was the the woman who
opened the door to Mr Utterson and the inspector in chapter 4. In this scene the women was
described as having an “evil face” and being smoothed by “hypocrisy” in the novel. In
complete contrast to the novel, in the play the women was presented as having a funny
personality she didn’t have any “hypocrisy” and she wasn’t presented as being evil it was the
opposite she was presented by the actor as
having a jolly personality. When later
asked why her personality had been
portrayed like that the actor who acted as
the women answered that it was used to
make the play a bit more enjoyable. During
the play, the actor who played Jekyll and
Hyde transformed in front of our eyes, the
actor didn’t have to go backstage to
change, essentially what happened is that
the actor used a chair as something to hide

behind and behind that chair the actor mixed two chemicals which make smoke and gave the
illusion of a transformation happening, once the smoke had finished, the actor appeared from
behind the chair dressed in Hyde’s clothes. If I had to pick one moment of the play that I
enjoyed it would have to be the transformations of Jekyll into Hyde and vice versa. Overall, I
really enjoyed the play as it was really enjoyable to watch.
Aashir Khan 11D

Finally...
Illness was upon him
His temperature was high
Like the birds on the roof of his hospital ward
He hope was a lonely vessel
Far away from the sure
Yet close to our hearts.
Would the desolation of illnesses cease?
Only the future can tell…
Yet, is a future I want to experience the end of.
When all hope was failing, when all seemed lost
A cure was brought to us
Finally, we were at piece
Finally, we were a rest
He is free and joyous
Finally freedom has come.
And now I know never to give up hope.
And now I know to be free.
Jake Partington 7a

The Science of Star Wars
As it is 5 days since Star Wars Vlll: The Last Jedi has been released I decided to dedicate this article to Star Wars.
Part I : the credibility of the starships
The main ships 4 are; the x wing fighter ( the one Luke Skywalker used when he blew up the Death
Star), the TIE fighter ( the ones that defended the Death Star), the Death Star and the Millennium
Falcon (if you don’t know them you haven’t watched Star Wars)

X wing fighter.
The X wing fighter is one of the most iconic
Star Wars vehicle of all time (but the AT-AT is
not far off) as it is used to blow up the Death
Star. But is it really physically viable?
Pros
1. Fairly aerodynamic ( when the wings
come out less so but it only does that in
space)
2. Even though it is not very well balanced it has a
superior computer
Cons
1. It has no “tail” so it would be extremely difficult to balance
2. The way it turns is impossible because it’s engines are positioned right next to each other it could only turn minutely not doing triple backflips

TIE fighter

The TIE fighter is quite well known, TIE standing for
Twin Ion Engines. It is a small ship, easily mass produced, but weak and relies on sheer volume of numbers to overwhelm the enemy.
Pros
1. It is very agile and speedy.
2. It packs quite a punch for its small size
Cons
1. It has a very small backup engine, it relies on its “wings” as solar panels which is unrealistic.
2. It has no life support system. You have to wear a pressurised suit and a mask.
Different types of TIE fighter:
TIE fighter (classic)
The interceptor (the one which Darth Vader flies and bent wings)
TIE bomber (the TIE interceptor with a bomb payload next to the
cockpit).
TIE striker (even weaker but faster)
The Death Star
That’s no moon….
Pros
1. It can actually hold its charge, storing it up so can annihilate planets.
2. It’s crewed by approximately 1.7 million personnel and 400000 droids.
Cons
1. It would take 2240000000000000000000000000000000000000000
joules of energy to destroy Alderaan using earth as a proxy. It would
take a weeks worth of the Suns total energy to produce this.
2. It is actually possible today for a laser to melt a satellite, but not a
whole planet.

The TIE bomber

3. How would it take to build something the size of the moon!

Millennium Falcon
The Millennium Falcon is probably just as well known as the X wing and in my opinion possibly
one of the most physically plausible.
Pros
1. It fairly aerodynamic (if do not
believe me use a disk launcher).
2. It actually breaks down!
Cons
1. Its only 6 feet tall, how can that fit
Chewbacca?
2. Hans Solo states the Falcon “did
the Kessel run in 12 parsecs” (similar to light years). That is like saying “ I ran the race in 160 metre”

George Houghton

Should stem cells be used for medicinal purposes?
What are stem cells?
A stem cell is a specialised cell which can take the form of any other cell. A stem cell can
clone itself (like most other cells) and each of those clones can either become another stem
cell, to continue cloning, or it can be a specialised cell (for example – a nerve cell or a hair
cell). Our development begins in the womb, where we begin as just one stem cell – an
embryo (fertilised egg cell). This embryo duplicates itself millions of times and each of those
clones becomes a specialised cell like skin cells, nerve cells, bone cells, blood cells and all
the other types of cells found in our body today! But stem cells can also help people in
medical ways as well…
What are the positive effects of using stem cells for medicinal purposes?
Well to begin with, stem cells can cure so many illnesses related to cells. They can replace
organs and create them identically. This scientific breakthrough can help over 5 million
people worldwide and help them recover. You might even have a relative or close friend in
dire need of organ transplant, and only through using stem cells we can cure it. I know that if
you have a failed kidney, a blood relative may give you theirs and it will regrow but this is
extremely risky as sometimes our bodies will not accept the organ. Only through stem cells
we can cure organ failure without having to rely on chance. We can also cure people with
paralysis as the stronger cells can clone themselves over the weaker ones. We can cure

physically disabled people and perhaps even regrow limbs.
Not only this, we can get more familiar with how stem cells work. There are many
endangered species of plants in the world today, and we can quickly clone them to make sure
they won’t ever become extinct. Some of these plants may even produce things which are
used in medicine and could help other people. We can use stem cells for cloning a plant or
crop that is resistant to a disease, which can be a huge scientific breakthrough! We can stop
crops from dying and produce even more food for this to feed those who need it. Not only
can do stem cells aid a person in his health but can also mass produce food for him! There are
currently around 795 million undernourished people in the world, which is about 9.5% of the

worlds current population. By using stem cells in cloning crops, these number will drop
rapidly.

What are the negative effects of using stem cells for medicinal purposes?
On the other hand, stem cells can be obtained, commonly, through human embryos and many
people will not offer to do so. It may be against a person’s belief and could also damage the
womb if the procedure is not done correctly. Another thing is that stem cells are unpredictable
and is almost impossible to control the growth of. It will take a lot of time, money and effort
for it to grow properly. Even with these factors controlled, it is very hard to do so! Another
thing on top of this is that even one tiny mistake can ruin a lot and most scientists will most
likely need more time and money to start again. Is this money worth spending?
My personal opinion
Personally, I do believe that we should use stem cells for medicinal purposes as it would save
so many lives. They say a human life is priceless and saving over 5 million lives will beyond
money, time and effort. I acknowledge the fact that it will take about 2 years (without any
mistakes) to actually learn how stem cells work and it will also take over £2 million but I do
believe that all this is worth it.
Owais Khalid 9D

What Food Does Your Dog Eat?
As many of you may have probably seen the new Pets and Home advert is about what food
your dog is eating.
In this article I will review a few dry dog food companies and their recipes and if its good for
your dog.
Pedigree
Most of you have probably herd of pedigree the recipe for Pedigree includes:
18kg bag- Cereals, meat and animal derivatives (18% including 4%
chicken in the brown kibbles) oils and fats (including 0.4% sunflower
oil), vegetable protein extracts, derivatives of vegetables origin (including 1% dried beet pulp), vegetables (4% carrots in orange kibbles, 4%
peas in green kibbles), minerals.
The recipe isn’t very good in my personal opinion, there are just too much vegetables. All
this information is from the pack.
Bakers
Bakers is also quite a popular company. Lets see how well it
does:
14kg Bag- Cereals (wholegrains 54%), Meat and Animal derivatives (15% in the chunk), Derivatives of vegetable origin, Oils
and Fats, vegetable protein extracts, Glycerol, Minerals, Vegetables (1% dried chicory root (natural ingredient), clover and
coloured disk: 0.6 dried vegetables equivalent to 4%
vegetables), propylene gycol.
Yet again to much vegetables. Only a tiny percent of the ingredients says about the meat. Personally there should be more information
Asda
One of the most popular supermarkets in our country must
have good food right?
Recipe:
12kg Bag- Cereals (4% Rice in Rice Component), Meat and
Animal Derivatives (4% Chicken in Chicken Component),
Oils and Fats (0.3% Omega 3 Fatty Acids), Derivatives of
Vegetable Origin, Minerals, Vegetables (4%) Peas in Pea
Component), Yeast (0.1%), Citrus Extract (0.004%), Yucca Extract (0.001%)

4% Meat isn’t enough in my and probably most people’s
opinions.
Tesco Complete Dry
Tesco another popular supermarket will it do better or worse
than Asda:
12kg Bag - Cereals (4% maize in the yellow components),
meat and animal derivatives (4% chicken in the brown components), derivatives of vegetable origin (1% Charcoal in
black components), oils and fats, various sugars, Vegetable
protein extracts, minerals, vegetable (4% vegetables on the
brown components), yeasts.
Decent but only specifying the meat on the brown components

Iams
Finally Iams, quite popular company lets see how it does:
12kg Bag - Dried Chicken and Turkey: 28% (Chicken: 17%), maize,
wheat, animal fat, dried beet pulp (3.8%) barley, sorghum, hydrolysed animal proteins, dried whole egg, potassium chloride, sodium,
hexametaphosate, fructooligosaccharides (0.15%).
Pretty good in my opinion. Good amount of meat.
Out of the five recipes I have have reviewed Iams is the probably the
best. All of these ingredients are from the box.
Cameron Weatherly

